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Patrick Penzler, WTW, Director, Insurance Consulting and Technology
Patrick focusses on actuarial Finance Transformation and how technology can help companies make their 
processes faster, better and cheaper. Patrick has over 12 years’ experience in life insurance consulting and 
has led some of WTW’s largest transformation projects.

Tom Beasley, WTW, Director, Insurance Consulting and Technology
Tom has been with WTW since 2011. He is the product lead for WTW’s DataValidator solution, and is 
also on the global leadership team for WTW’s Unify solution. Tom also leads our internal Centre of 
Excellence for Business Process Automation.

David Houston, Aegon UK, Head of Solvency II Reporting
David is currently Aegon UK Head of Solvency II Reporting with responsibility for leading the financial 
management reporting for all Solvency II and economic capital reporting to satisfy Aegon UK Board, the 
Group Board, and Regulatory requirements.  He is also a Scheme Strategist of the Aegon Master Trust 
and a Trustee Director of the Aegon UK Staff Retirement & Death Benefit Scheme.



• Brexit Divergence – Solvency II 
“Dual Reporting”

• Current stretch and limited contingency in 
working day timetable

• Incremental & tactical improvements made to 
Solvency II reporting process since its 
introduction

• Current manual effort and significant number of 
spreadsheets

• Integrate with & deliver common benefits to the 
IFRS17 programme
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Finance Transformation –
A Client Case Study
Background & Challenge

Require transformational 
improvement in the 
end-to-end Solvency II 
reporting process



• Ensure Aegon UK 
can confidently meet 
the quarterly and 
annual UK and EU 
Solvency II reporting 
timelines

• Ensure capital 
sensitivities and 
capital forecasts can 
be delivered in an 
efficient and timely 
manner to facilitate 
Stress and Scenario 
testing, Business 
Planning, ORSA, etc.

• Provide more 
insightful analysis on 
capital forecasts and 
sensitivities, and 
performance 
measurement

• Materially improve 
processes & controls 
and deliver cost 
efficiency
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Finance Transformation –
A Client Case Study
Key Objectives
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Finance Transformation – A Client Case Study
Vision Statement

Vision

How do we 
achieve this?

Aegon UK can comfortably deliver both UK and EU Solvency II results within Solvency II timescales 
and other ‘standard’ Solvency II demands through efficient and effective automated, documented, 
and controlled processes with reduced operating costs.

People
• Upskilling team through training and development 
• Review mix of skills to facilitate agile model maintenance and analysis 
• Evolve culture to focus more on value-add activity and continuous improvement

Processes
• Ensure processes are efficient, easy to maintain, and well documented
• Automate controls with emphasis on preventative controls
• Standardise processes, reporting formats and documentation

Technology
• Limited use of Excel in Production environment 
• Agility to allow timely changes in a controlled environment
• Significantly faster end-to-end process with capacity to deliver larger number of Solvency II results
• User understanding is key (i.e. no blackbox solution)



Project set-up
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Approach – project set-up
Aims

• Make sure everyone shares the same 
vision and is clear about key outcomes.

• Win hearts and minds and get buy in from 
the business.

• Maintain buy-in over the course of the 
project.

• Make Aegon independent of WTW

• Needs to 
enable these 
outcomes

• Improve processes; don’t just automate 
current processes.

• Build efficient processes.
• Reduce effort and shorten elapsed time.
• Run the project efficiently without too 

much overhead.
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Approach – project set-up
Aims • Make sure everyone shares the same vision and 

is clear about key outcomes.
• Define vision and key outcomes

• Win hearts and minds and get buy in from the 
business.

• Proof of Value
• Solution design report

• Maintain buy-in over the course of the project.
• Phased implementation with regular 

delivery of benefits
• Regular Show & Tells. Regular UAT 

phases.
• Make Aegon independent of WTW

• Knowledge transfer and learning on the job 
through joint team, avoiding the need for a 
handover phase.

• Improve processes; don’t just automate current 
processes.

• Initial design phase to ensure consistent 
overall design. 

• Build efficient processes 
• Right-to-left design for a process that is 

driven by business requirements.
• Reduce effort and shorten timelines

• Use automation, improve governance.
• Build controls into the automated 

processes
• Run the project efficiently without too much 

overhead.
• Agile/hybrid project management, flat 

decision structure

• Needs to 
enable these 
outcomes



Technology



Integrate systems and automate processes to achieve more, faster, for less
WTW Unify

Unify is an enterprise-wide systems integration, automation and governance platform designed specifically to serve the 
insurance industry.
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Manual process Controlled Unify API 
Upload

Unify controlled 
process

Unify controlled 
process ‘spur’ 

Unify controlled 
push to BI
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Liability 
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Other 
Reporting 
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Other 
Reporting 

Inputs

Reporting Process Overview
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Results
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Reporting 
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Reporting 
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Reporting 

Inputs
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Reporting Process Overview

Process Example

One Click “Bridging” 
API upload

Extracted, versioned and 
tagged storage in Unify

Workflow

Dependency Trigger

Calculations rebuilt and 
simplified in Python

Versioned and tagged 
output in Unify storage

Push to BI 
Layer for 
analysis

Push to reporting / other 
system
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BI Layer

Reporting Process Overview

Process Example

One Click “Bridging” 
API upload

Extracted, versioned 
and tagged storage in 

Unify

Extracted, versioned and tagged storage 
in Unify from previous process

Workflow

Dependency Trigger

Calculations rebuilt and 
simplified in Python

Versioned and tagged 
output in Unify storage

Push to BI 
Layer for 
analysis

Push to reporting / other 
system / other Unify 

workflow
Allowed “Spur” in the process 

for user manipulation
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Reporting Process Overview
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Each Unify Dataset is versioned 
with many “Tags”

One of the key Tags is “Purpose” 
i.e. SII_EU, SII_UK or IFRS17
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SII_UK

Each Unify Dataset is versioned 
with many “Tags”

One of the key Tags is “Purpose” 
i.e. SII_EU, SII_UK or IFRS17
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• How the system delivered brings benefits to Aegon
Summary

BI layer allows 
senior 
management to 
track progress

Central ‘continuous 
improvement’ team 
implemented to 
maintain the 
process

Phased delivery 
approach – the 
solution built is 
always live

Freed up resource 
for more critical 
tasks

One single process 
to run, 
automatically 
allowing for multi-
bases

Allowed spurs in the 
process, meaning 
users can still allow 
for manuals

Less manual effort 
expended in 
running the 
process overall

Improved process 
timing and 
efficiency 

Reduced 
opportunity 
for errors due to 
automated controls

Single standardised 
processes multi-
triggered via 
Dependency trigger

Controlled, 
governed and 
auditable 
processes

Increased 
governance, 
and reduced 
operational risk
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Measurable Outcomes & Target Benefits

Deliver 
‘dual 

reporting’

No manual 
‘workarounds’

Faster 
end-to-end 
processes

Automated 
processes 
& controls

Finance Transformation – A Client Case Study

Meet requirements of 
Solvency II ‘dual 

reporting’ as 
efficiently as 

possible, both in the 
short and longer term

Planned acceleration 
in Solvency II 

reporting timetables 
can be met

Processes 
redesigned and as 

far as practical 
moved from Excel

Processes 
automated are not a 
‘black box’ and allow 
users to interact with 

the processes

Automated controls 
with emphasis on 

preventative controls

Less manual work –
more time spent on 
value-add activity 

and improved 
employee 

engagement
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Finance Transformation – A Client Case Study

• Project has target end date of December 2023.

• Structured as a series of clear/phased stages, each targeted to deliver incremental benefits.   

• First release was implemented for Q3 2022 reporting.  This delivered automation benefits in two 
components of the end-to-end reporting process:

• Assumptions – improved and streamlined the assumptions process to work more efficiently with our 
actuarial liability models and to support the storage and versioning of assumptions for dual reporting 
purposes

• Results Extraction – Solvency II quarterly QRTs – re-design of the process with bridging connections 
to areas of the remaining Results Extraction process and automation of the required data uploads to our 
Group consolidation system

• Currently working on the next set of developments to be implemented for Q4 2022 reporting as we work to 
implement developments across the end-to-end Solvency II reporting process.

Live Project Update
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